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All I ask is the privilege for my masculine part, the poet in me (if any such you will allow me) to tread

in those successful paths my predecessors have so long thriv’d in, to take those measures that both the

ancient and modern writers have set me, and by which they have pleased the world so well. If I must

not, because of my sex, have this freedom, but that you will usurp all to yourselves: I lay down my quill

and you shall hear no more of me.

– Aphra Behn, Preface to The Lucky Chance, 1686 

To Madam Behn at her lodging in New Street:

My dear,
In your last you required to know how we women poets did now that we have a woman laureate,
who is treated with that honour you were denied although satirized in your time as The Female
Laureate. Though there are now many more women poets than in your day (as there are many
more citizens even of London and the world), and some of ’em acknowledged to be of the first rank,
which only Katherine Phillips, the Matchless Orinda, was among you (apart from among your own
friends who wrote their praises of you into the many commendatory verses to your several
collections) yet we have not progressed against the more subtle forms of discrimination as you
would expect.

You boldly spoke out in your own defence and in defence of women to have the full freedom
to write on any subject and in any terms, rejecting any suggestion that there was anything in the
masculine makeup, apart from their better education, that made them better equipped to be
poets, and even that, you said, was not necessary to being a good writer. Yet if one of us was to
speak out in such terms we would be sneered at as ‘feminist’, as if that was itself a mistake, and
dubbed by some ‘hysterical dykes’. We are told that we have enough equality yet you have only to
count up the number of male and female writers reviewed in the literary pages. So too, although
a woman has won the most prestigious fiction prize, that form that may be said to have been first
successfully written here by you, (although Defoe is still accorded that honour), nevertheless
women’s fiction is still not given the serious and equal attention that it should have, and the
Orange Prize, Virago and Only Women Press remain necessary to attempt to redress the balance.

As for the canon of English poetry it is still a largely masculine preserve, and your own talents
largely unappreciated tho’ I must confess the literary achievements of your age are woefully
under-represented even in the theatre where they were so manifest. You will remember that your
admirer, Virginia Woolf, said that we women should all lay flowers on your grave, while
demanding true equality and a room of one’s own, which I take to mean the freedom and the
means to write, and be free of that stereotyping which would channel us into the domestic and the
sentimental away from politics and ‘ideas’, as well as sex, all of which you tackled in your day.

There will be some who will regard this as a trivial issue yet it is but the outer fringe, the
shallows as it were, of more dangerous discriminations which stretch from the so-called glass
ceiling for women in board rooms or the cabinet, even in the way parliament conducts its business
like a bear garden where women’s voices are easily drowned out, through domestic violence,
forced marriage, honour killings, female circumcision and numerous such horrors unknown
among the Caribs when you visited them. Low level discrimination in all areas still masks our
hidden inequalities so I have brought these matters to your attention knowing how bravely you
spoke against those which might have caused you to lay down your pen in disgust, and that we
should continue to salute you for it, and for your presentation to the world of your noble black
slave, Oroonoko, and his struggle for freedom.

I remain, madam, your devoted follower in the demand for true equality in every sphere of life.
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